Here are some databases that will provide a list of the number of articles published by journal name.

**Academic OneFile** (broad subject coverage)
Search then scroll down the right hand side bar and click on the + sign at the end of Publication Title to find a ranked list of journals by the number of articles.

**ACM Digital Library** (computer science)
Run your search. Find **Refine by Publications** in the left hand side bar. Click on **Publication Names**.

The number of articles per journal appears in parentheses.
Anthrosource

After searching, the left hand side bar has a ranked list of journals by the number of articles.

ASCE Library (Civil Engineering)

A very small database but after searching look at the top of the left hand side bar, it shows a ranked list of journals by the number of articles.
ASFA: Aquatic Sciences and Fisheries Abstracts (Aquatic organisms and environments)

After searching all ProQuest databases produce a ranked list of journals by the number of articles when you click on Publication title in the left hand side bar.

IEEE Xplore Digital Library

You can refine your searches by Journals and Magazines or by Conference Publications, then in left hand side bar click on Publication Title.

The number of articles per journal title from your search appears.
International Index to Music Periodicals (IIMP)

After searching click on the link to Scholarly Journals in the left hand side bar. Scroll down and click on Publication title.

Linguistics and Language Behavior Abstracts (LLBA)

After searching click on the link to Scholarly Journals in the left hand side bar. Scroll down and click on Publication title.
**MLA** (Modern Language Association) International Bibliography

After searching click on the link to **Peer Reviewed** in the left hand side bar. Scroll down and click on **Publication title**.

![Publication title]

**Project MUSE**

After searching scroll down the left hand side bar to find Journal Name.

![Journal Name]
**ScienceDirect**

Limited to Elsevier journals. After searching view the journal listing near the top of the left hand side bar.

**Scifinder**

First time users must [sign up for a SciFinder account](#). Complete your search and select the citations you want.

In the left hand side bar check that Analyze is selected and then use the drop down menu to click on Journal Name.
Sociological Abstracts

After searching limit to Peer Reviewed scholarly journals in the left hand side bar. Scroll down the left hand side bar and click on Publication title.

SPIE Digital Library

Works but of limited value being restricted to SPIE journals and proceedings (optics and photonics).

After searching click on Journal articles (or Proceedings) in left hand side bar. A list appears under the title Journal
After searching limit to Peer Reviewed scholarly journals in the left hand side bar. Scroll down the left hand side bar and click on Publication title.